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Abstract

The scattering characteristics of an infinitely thin perfectly conducting spherical

shell with a circular aperture, of arbitrary subtended angle fiiled with a dielectric

and loaded by different thicknesses of spherical dielectric layers and illuminated by a

normally incident plane wave on the aperture, is investigated in this thesis. The ex-

pansion coefficients in the first loading layer are expressed in terms of the scattered

fieid coefficients in the free space region, using the continuity of the tangential fi.elds

along the dielectric-dielectric and dielectric-free space boundaries and the orthogo-

nality of the angular expansion functions. The least square error method is applied

to the equations, resulting from matching the tangential fields at the aperture, in

order to evaluate the modal expansion coefficients of the scattered field in the free

space region. The resulting equations are arranged as a linear system of equations

and solved using known algebric techniques. Comparison between the loaded and

unloaded sphericai shells is presented with emphasis on the electric field behavior

along the shell's boundaries as well as the loading layer. The same comparison

is presented for the far scattered field and backward and forward scattering cross

sections as a function of cavity size and dielectric material parameters.
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CHAPTER 1-

fntroduction

1.1 Literature Review

The scattering and/or diffraction of electromagnetic \ryaves by various objects

has long been of considerable interest to scientists and engineers from both a pïac-

tical and a theoretical viewpoint. However, since, the exact determination of the

scattering of electromagnetic waves by bodies, other than those having very sim-

pie shapes, involves considerable mathematical difficulty, a number of approximate

theories have been developed which may generally be classified according to the

range of wavelength-to-object dimension ratio. Among these are the Rayleigh the-

ory, Fock theory [1], Franz's (creeping wave) theory [2], and theories of physical and

geometrical optics as well as the geometrical theory of diffraction.

Approximate theories cannot be applied, however, when the dimensions corre-

sponding to the scattering object are in the range of the resonance region, i.e., the

range where the major dimensions of the scatterer are of the order of the wavelength

À of the incident electromagnetic wave. For this resonance region, only exact anai-

ysis (i.e., a solution of Maxwell's equations) applies.

Due to the difrculty of obtaining exact solutions, the problems which have been



solved using exact theory are notably few. Of bodies which are infinite in extent,

solutions have been obtained for the cylinder by both Seitz [3] and Ignatowsky [4],

the semi-infinite plane by Sommerfeld [5], the wedge by Oberhettinger [6], the cone

by Hansen and Schiff [7], and the parabatoid by Horton and Karal [8]. Finite

bodies for which solutions exist are the sphere by Mie [9], the prolate spheroid by

Schultz [10], and the disk by Moglich [11], Spence [12], and Meixner [18] and the

finite cone by Schultz et al [1a] , [15].

One of the outstanding features of nearly ali of those problems, as shown in

figure 1.1, is the fact that the surface of the scattering object may be described by

fixing one coordinate of a coordinate system in which the wave equation is separable.

Here, indeed, lies one of the prime difficulties in obtaining exact solutions : the fact

that one is presistently restricted to the use of a separable scalar wave equation, and

consequently to the eleven coordinate systems in which this equation is separable.

Furthermore, only a fraction of these systems involves well known functions for

which computational information is readily available.

As with all electromagnetic boundary-value problems, an exact solution to

Maxwell's equations consists of finding a solution subject to (1) the boundary con-

ditions at the surface of the object, (2) the radiation condition at infinity, and (3)

the finite energy density condition. For general irregular scattering objects, the first

two conditions introduce an additional difficuity since the radiation condition is al-

ways of a spherical nature (for finite sized objects), and the surface of the scatterer

will not in general be such. The third condition is usually implied when singular

functions are discarded from use in the field expansions about smooth objects, and

becomes of rnuch greater concern when dealing with bodies with sharp edges and

tips.
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(a) Infinite cylinder ( polar coordinate

P=a)
(b) Infinite cone ( spherical coordinate

0 =0")

(d) V/edge ( polar coordinate

û=a)

(c) Sphere ( spherical coordinate

r=a)

Figure 1.1: Examples of scattering objects

coordinate of a coordinate system.

that may be described by fixing one



Along with the interest in the scattering of electromagnetic waves by different

objects, a great number of theoretical and experimental investigations have been

carried out to study different means of controlling the scattering characteristics of

various structures. Impedance loading is one of the more promising techniques for

shaping the scattering characteristics, especially for the reduction of radar cross

section in the resonance region. This technique provides a wide degree of control

over the scattering behavior by varying the loading impedance which is introduced

over a portion of the scattering surface by means of a cavity structure, lumped

elements, transmission line with associated loads or dielectric loadings.

The loading technique has been known since the early 1920's, when it was com-

mon practice to use lumped inductors and capacitors to detune the supporting

structures of a transmitting antenna and, hence, reduce the fields radiated from

them. However, it wasn't until 1950, when Iams [16] in his patent of "Radio Wave

Conducting Device" applied the impedance loading technique for the control of scat-

tering properties at microwave frequencies. He used a coaxial loading together with

a dielectric coating to effect a wide-band reduction of the scattering from metallic

posts in a parallel-plate assembly. About a decade iater, the scattering cross section

of a thin center-loaded cylinder \¡/as studied by several investigators such as Gerbes

and Kearns [17] and Chen and Liepa [ta]. fn [18], it was shown that for every value

of {.1À for a thin cylinder of tength !,0 1 l. < 2^, a loading exists for which the cross

section is aimost zero. In many applications, the loading technique employed has

been the simple one of backing a slot with a cavity. From all of the previous studies,

it would appear that the realization of the loading required to give for example zero

back scattering cross section over a significant frequency range is very difficult to

attain due to the peculiar frequency characteristics of the required loading. It was

found that the susceptive components of the optimum loading (for zero back scat-



tering) has primarily a negative frequency slope and is almost precisely opposite to

the behavior of any passive network. As a result, any simple loading device, such as

a radial cavity-backed slot, will be severly limited in its frequency bandwidth, and

more sophisticated techniques, non-linear or active, would have to be employed in

the synthesis of the loading to increase the bandwidth. This is the main reason why

the impedance loading method has not yet found any operational application to

radar camouflage. To increase the bandwidth, active circuit synthesis approaches,

using negative impedance converters or operational amplifiers, seem to be attractive

and are currently receiving attention. The use of non-uniform transmission lines,

filled with lossy dielectrics or even ferrite materials, has also been considered. Nev-

ertheless, the nature of the load required for zero back scattering is a function of

the cavity design.

As mentioned above, the presence of dielectric bodies with the scatterer, the

so calied impedance loading, also provides means for control of the radar cross

section (i.e. focussing or defocussing the incident rays in order to improve the

scattering characteristics) by varying the loading impedance over a portion of the

scattering surface by different means such as: (a)filling the cavity in the scattering

structure with a dielectric to affect the coupling through the aperture [19] , [20],

and/or (b)loading the scattering structure by one or more dielectric layers of different

thicknesses [21], 1221. The presence of the dielectric material in the electromagnetic

field aiters the electric dimensions of the structure relative to the wavelength which

perturbs the field at the location of the dielectric. The scattered field, as a result,

is modified in amplitude and phase in order to satisfy the boundary conditions at

different boundaries of the system.

A recent application of dielectric loading was done by Towaij and

Hamid 1231, 124]. They used the radial eigenfunction expansion method to get an



exact analysis of the total radiated field of a conducting wedge in the vicinity of

an electric line source when the medium enclosed by the wedge is radially loaded

with several dielectric wedge-shaped layers. In their solution, numerical convergence

was only possible in the shadow region when the dielectric loading was restricted

to the iliuminated region. Interesting results were obtained, and specifically the

increase of the magnitude of the field aiong the forward shadow iine source when

introducing a small air gap between the dielectric layer and the conducting wedge.

In this dielectric loading technique, the most important problem is the choice of

the appropriate geometries and permittivities of the dielectric materials which will

result in the control of the scattering effects.

Up to this point, we conclude that only a direct soiution of Maxwell's equations

can be applied to calculate and study the fields scattered from an object with di-

mensions in the range of the resonance region. Also, loading the scattering structure

with a dielectric material, lossy or lossless, is an important means of controlling the

radar cross section of the scatterer.

It was with the foregoing thoughts in mind that the present work was under-

taken to attempt to investigate the effects of the presence of dielectric materials

on the scattering characteristics of an irregularly shaped object studied earlier by

Cheng and Senior [25]. In their theoretical and experimental work, Cheng and Se-

nior investigated the scattering by a spherical shell with a circular aperture for a

plane wave at aperture-on incidence. They observed a higher backscattering cross

section than a solid sphere except in the vicinity of the cavity resonant frequencies,

where marked reductions in the backscattering cross section occur within a narrorñ/

frequency band. This confirmed that the cavity itself plays quite a significant role

in the modification of the scattering, and that the modification depends on the

electrical size of the cavity.



The considered geometry acquires its importance from different facts. Many

different complete geometries can be simulated by altering ore or more of the con-

sidered structure's parameters where solutions of these complete geometries are

already known in their finality form. This can be used to check the formulation of

the scattered field from the considered structure and programmed solution. Also,

many radar detecting systems are designed to detect rounded objects and most ge-

ometries can be treated as rounded objects in the far field approximation. Hence,

the study of the scattering characteristics of the dielectric loaded spherical shell with

aperture and the control of this scattering is expected to simulate the scattering by

real objects which are not rounded in the near field approximation.

L.2 Synopsis

The main thrust of this thesis is the presentation of an analytic solution to the

problem of dielectric loading of a thin conducting spherical shell with a circular aper-

ture. Also, the thesis presents a study of the effect of different ioading parameters

on the scattering characteristics of the considered geometry.

In chapter two a general case of an infinitely thin perfectly conducting spherical

shell with a circular aperture of arbitrary subtended angle, filled with a dielectric

and loaded by different thicknesses of spherical dielectric layers and illuminated by a

normally incident plane wave on the aperture, is treated. The boundary value prob-

lem is employed where the boundary conditions are imposed on the fi.elds expressed

in series of spherical wave functions. The least squares error method is applied to

the equations resulting from matching the tangential fields at the aperture in order

to evaluate the modal expansion coefficients of the scattered field in the free space



region. A brief presentation of the least square error method is included in the same

chapter.

Chapter three presents numerical results of the loaded and unloaded spherical

shells for the electric field distribution along the shell's boundaries, far scattered

fieid and the backward and forward scattering cross sections as a function of cavity

size and dielectric materials parameters.

Discussion and analysis of the results presented in chapter three in included in

chapter 4. Conclusions and recommendations for future research a e preserted in

chapter 5.



CHAPTER, 2

Theoretical F orrnulation

2.L Preliminary Discussion of the Froblem

As mentioned in the introduction and will be apparent in later sections, the

scattering structure under investigation is of a spherical nature. Hence, we seek a

solution of the vector Helmholtz equation

v2C+k2C:o (2.r)

in spherical coordinates, where k : 2tr lÀ and C may be either the electric or the

magnetic field vector, E or fI respectively. It is commoniy known that if Õ is a

solution of the scalar wave equation,

v'o+t*e:o

then the Hansen vector wave functions, ,L, M ar'd l/, defined by [26]

(2.2)

L:VO

M : VxÕî (Z.J)

/r¡ : lvrU
k

are the solutions of (2.1) and form the basis for the most general solution of (2.1).

Here, f is the unit radial vector in spherical coordinates. Since, for the case under



consideration V . E - v 'H:0, and since V .L+ 0, only M ard ly' need to be

used in the expansions of the field quantities.

In spherical coordinates, equation (2.2) becomes

rô /"âo\ t ô
,,a,\'" *)+,"r¡"su

7 a2Qr - - ^ lh2e:0
' 12 sin2 0 ôe2 t 'v(''"'#)

1 d(s\nïffi) , I
"1"0ff. 

+ 
fn(n 

+r)

Q'",n* : frÍrÍ" : "L(kr)Pi(cos d) | "tt 
-t

I sin nzl

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.s)

(2.10)

which, when letting Q(r,0,ó) : fr?)fr(0)1"(/), separates into [22]

iry*lr,_ú;!] o:o

-#l,:o
!**m2fs:o
dQ"

h(r) : z,(kr) : 6 I ekÒ Z.¡1¡2(kr)

fr@) : Pff (cos o)

| ,o"*q
f"(ö) : I

I sinmþ

where ,(n + 1) and m2 are separation constants. The solutions of these equations

are, respectively,

where z"(kr) is the spherical Bessel or Hankel Function of order n¡ Zn+t/2(frr) is

the corresponding cylindrical function, and PI (cos d) are the associated Legendre

function of degree n and order m. For physical fields in the complete 0 and $

domains, n and mmust be equal to zero or an integer [28]. Consequently,

10

(2.11)



where we let "e" (even) o1 "o" (odd) refer to cosmþ or sin mþrrespectively, and i

may take on the values I,2,3 or 4, where these numbers represent Bessel functions

of the first and second kind, and Hankel functions of the first and second kind,

respectively, i.e.

(2.12)

Expanding the operators in (2.3), it can be shown that the scalar functions are

always multiplied by r. Because of this, it is convenient to introduce other types

of spherical Bessel and Hankel functions, sometimes called Riccati spherical Bessel

and Hankel functions, defined as

zr"(kr) : j"(kr)

fi(kr) : hl.(kr)

2;çttr¡ : kri*(kr) : g*(kr)

Ziçt"r¡ : krh1(kr) : g(kr)

From (2.17),(2.3) and (2.13), we obtain

," (kr) P{(cos?)MLÌ^ : + -.onlcr sin d

Z;U'r) ôPikos0)
kr A0

23çnr¡ : kryn(lcr) : y^(kr) 
(2.18)

Ziçtrr¡ : krh2^(kr) : €"*(kr)

22"(kr) : y^(kr)

zf(kr) : hz^(kr)

s?,n

rnó 0

cos
,nÓ Ó

sin
(2.14)

NYT^: ,(n+ÐryPffþosl4
cos

rnó f
sin

2h'U'r)
Itr

ôP{(cosî) cos
*Ó0

a0
s?,n

2h'U"ù P#(cosg)
kr sin d

n'rÓ Ó

11

sLn
(2.15)



where the prime superscript on the radial function denotes differentiation with re-

spect to the entire argument, and d anð, $ are unit vectors in spherical coordinates.

Given (2.14) and (2.15), any fieid quantity can nov/ be expressed in terms of the

vector functions M@ ard ¡/(i). The particular use of any radial function depends

on the singularity of the chosen function in the region where the field is expanded.

Also, the behavior exhibited by the radial function that mostiy fits the physical

behavior of the field must be considered. For example, only the i^@r¡ functions are

nonsingular at r : 0. Hence, if a field is to be finite at, r :0, the ?p@r) rrl¡usf

be tþ"(kr). On the other hand, if there are no sources at co and if.r ---+ oo is to be

included, then (l(kr), which vanish for large r, must be used.

2.2 System Geometry and Field Expressions

The system geometry under investigation is shown in figure 2.1. The geome-

try consists of an infinitely thin, perfectly conducting sphericai shell with center at

the origin, and the spherical segment given by r: dt,,0o < 0 < r. The shell is as-

sumed to be filled with a dielectric material of reiative permittivity and permeability

e.1 and prle respectively, and coated by different thicknesses of different concentric

spherical dielectric layers. Any spherical dielectric coating layer is defined geomet-

rically ãs a¿-1 1 r

respectivel¡ where i : 213,4,, . . . ,ff,. Many different geometries, for which an

exact analytic solution is known, degenerate from the above described geometry by

altering one or more of the described parameters. For example, letting the aperture

angle 0o : 0o or letting 6¡1 approach oo ar.d ¡trt approach 0, the system geometry

reduces to a compiete conducting sphere. Also, a dielectric sphere or concentric

t2
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Z

( Eint * Hin" )
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a

Region N
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X

Figure 2.1: The system geometry
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multilayer dielectric spheres can be generated by letting the aperture angle do :
180". The exact analytic solutions of these cases can be used to check the formulation

of our problem that follows.

The excitation source is assumed to generate a linearly polarized plane electro-

magnetic wave incident in the direction of the negative z-axis (perpendicular to the

plane of the aperture) with its electric vector parallel to the x-axis, i.e.

û exPik"' En' : -ûY exrir'"' (2.16)

where ko is the free space propagation constant , Y is the intrinsic admittance of free

space, and the time dependence ei't is suppressed throughout. The incident field in

(2.16) can be expressed in terms of spherical vector wave functions as follows [2]

Einc : î ¡" ffilMy[- i¡/lill
(2.17)

oo .^ (2n * 1) , ^,rrlH'"" : j*F-j" ffit¡4ll - j Mtil"l

Due to the presence of the spherical shell, the total fieid in any region can now

be expressed in forms similar to those for the incident field, but with unknown

coefficients. Thus in region 1 (0 < r 1 a1) we have

Et : Ð lt*Ml'r)" - ¡ a"rvL?.1
n='J.

æ

Ht : jy, D lA*Nl'r), - j B"Mt\)"1
n=l

andfor anyregion i(2< i < ¡/), defined as a,¿-1( r ( ø¿, \¡¡ehave

ElInC _]J

(2.18)

14



H' : jvÐ, {þ;¡ail + B'"wL!,\,]- iltluLl)"+ p'"uL?"]}
n=l

The scattered field in region i, (2 < O a t), can be represented as an incoming and

outgoing waves. In this case the field can be expanded using the spherical wave

functions Mß), MØ), ¡ur(a) un¿ ¡ur(a). Another way of treating the field in any of

the coating layers is by considering standing waves that can be expanded in terms

of MG), M("), ¡/(i) utr¿ ¡/(z). As in equation (2.20) and in the formulation that

follows, the first alternative is used which suggests that these \Maves are transmitted

and reflected waves through the boundaries of different regions.

In the exterior region (or < r < oo) the total fields can be expanded in the

following forms

E! : E'"'+ E' E:r : Hin'4 H" (2.20)

where

n1s
lc"ul?, - i D"Nt?"1

(2.21)

H": Ë
n=7

lc,¡vL?* - j D"Mt?,]

Here, the superscript s designates the scattered field. For the requirement that the

scattered field represents an outgoing wave at infinity, MØ) and N(n) ur" used. The

coeffi.cients Ar,, Bn, a'n's, Bi's, .É' s, ptnts, Cn and Dn are determined by apply-

ing the boundary conditions, which require the continuity of the fields through the

oo

Bt:\-
n=7

{1"ïaL?" + pLM:)"] - i lt;¡vL1)" + p;wL?")}

(2"1e)

Ð
n=7

jY"

15



aperture and through the boundaries between the dieiectric layers, and zero tangen-

tial electric field at the surface of the perfectly conducting spherical segment. Once

those coefficients are obtained, all the field quantities are determined everywhere.

As will be shown, the boundary conditions will require the involvement of only

the tangential components of the field. Hence, the following formulation will explic-

itly express the d and / components of the field in any region. The interior field in

region 1 (0 < r 1 a1) can be expressed as

Ei : #þ_{o^,¡*ç*,,)ffiq - i B*t,.(rnP#9} -,,

Eä :# 
å {o*,Þ*çr,,)ry#9 - i 

B*,þ,,(r,Ò'}#},t" t
(2.22)

Hà : t#F:{o^r'*rr,Ò94'9 
+ iB*,þ,(k,")ffi4},'"t

Hà : t# 
f;{o*r' ^rr,,) #4 + i 

',,þ*(k,,¡E *&9} -, t

For any region i (2 < i < ¡/) defined as ai-r 1 r 1ø¿, we have

E e : # 
=Ð,{ 

[";ef 
, 

r r ¿ù + þL€f) (ko]#4
-i lt'-€'!Ì)@¿r) * pi€'f)@.,)l -#9)-,,

Eó : ;ËL Þrrs, @¿r) * þL€P &*)r 
y#9

16



-i lttt'!Ì)@¿r) + pi('!])@0,)l #9),'"t
(2.23)

H,o : t#Ë{|";e 
l, rn,l + g!,€,[i)(,r,,)] Y#Y)

-i ltL€lt1k¿r) + p',€9&0,)l ¿#9).'"t

H,ó : t# 
Ð_{1"* f, rr¿,) + þi,€, ll) &nÒl#9

-i ltl€ft @¿r) -t pi€P çnÐl ry#9) -. t

In the exterior region (or < 
" < oo) we have

8",: # "ï¿{t,rr'rr"")#4 - 
jD*gr)&"Ò9!#4) }-,t

Eå : # Ë{t^rf, rr"ù9!+P - i D,€,f) rnÐü/,'},,",
(2.24)

H å :'# 
->_{t.r 

f, rrÐY+P + i D.€g) (r.Ò ü#} .," t

H"ø : t# 
Ë{t,tf, rr.") #4 + i n^€*) (r"Ò94#9} "".,

In the f.ar zone the expressions for the scattered field can be obtained by replacing

1Ø @r) and (f,) çtct) by the leading terms of their asymptotic expansions for large

kr, i.e.

€f¡ Urù ru j"tt 
"*p-ik,

I7



(2.25)

€'f) Utr) N i" .*p-ir"'

The transverse components of the scattered electric field in the far zone then become

trt ; ^^^ )' exP-ikr 
cDe ir cos ó - f, Sï (d)

Eis : ^:^ ,L eXP-i&rLó : -j sin ó -î, S; (0)

and ,9j (d) are defined as the far field scattering amplitudes

(2.26)

(2.27)

[29] and

(2.28)

(2.2e)

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)

where ,9f

are given

(E

by

sf (d) : å," lt"'-Å# - r"94a9]

si@:Ë,"lt"U*þtÙ- r"'#l
The radar cross section is therefore [30]

"(0,,ö): oe(0,ö) + o6Q,þ)

where 
"r(0,ó) and o6(0,þ) are the component cross sections given by

\2

"e(0,ó) -')- "o"z 6 I sf (d) l'

\2
oó(0,ó): !- sin2 ó I S;@ flf

18



2.3 Solution for the Expansion Coefficients

Here we seek to find the scattering amplitude coefficients Cn and Dn in equation

(2.24). Hence we need the fields in region 2 expressed in terms of the scattering

coefficients Cn and D,, when using the coupling through the aperture.

We start from equations (2.23) and (2.24) and use the continuity of the tangential

components of the electric and magnetic fields along the dielectric-dielectric and

dielectric-free space boundaries in regions 2 through ¡f. By making use of the

orthogonality properties of the Legendre functions, it can be shown that the modal

amplitude coefficients o'", P2, 1l and p2, are directly related to the coefficients C.

and D' by

a?,: C*S'."* + ¡"(2? J-!3'
t r n@ -l !)" atn

P1 : c*s2p", + i' (2' * 7) s'-.+ r'";ffis-o;" (2.33)

ú: D,slo*+ rffi!^,,,
p7: D*s2oDnt fffisi,,

where

57", : s!r^s!¿X-' ... s3::, + s[",s!¡N-l .. s3:å^

S'.0. : sïo*s!;I-t' . . s',::^ + s[o,s!¡[-' . . . s'*:å,

S'Bcn : sl",sl;I-' ...sf::,+s[r,s[¡¡/-l .' s"o'å,

S'Bn : slo"sl;I-' ... t'o:^+ s[o-s[¿[- ... t'0,å, (2.84)

S1o, : sIo*sI;I-' '" s?,i- + slo,sl;{- ... t?|:*

S1o* : sIo"sI;I-' ... s:,+"- + sfn,sl;{- ... t:,:^

S'oon : slo*sÏ;l-' .. . sn + sb.sil'N-1 . s3,;^

19



sf,n* : sf,"sl;{-t . .' s'.t, + sf',slp{- - - - t3,:,

and where

cNùaCn

Also,

ci,i*1ù aan
lc¿:

k¿+tY

Icw l_t
¡r"V* 

L

kwf
Çñl
kwt

_t
¡r"V* I

kwf
Çñl

')€f 
)(ky*(#) (k."ù€,!,') (k¡uo¡¡) - y€,*) (

)

)

Ia,

M

lcwa¡v

iN

o,1)(í',)u'

)€LÐ U

)o,

^¡

N

r,
d,t€lJ) (r¡¡o,v) ([? (k* "*, - 6,f) (kr-,r

Y¡¡ {,(k 
" 

ø ¡¡) €' [?) & * 
" 
*) - Y"rþ' .(k "cry

" d1,'n

1f1 
) 

1 
r¡' or ¡ €' Í3) U' * 

" 
*) - ( 9 U' * a ¡¡) ¿[? Qc ¡¡ a ¡¡)

sl"^ :

aNu oin

cNùlDn

AN¿ pDn

€, [? (k * 
" 
*X,f; ) ( ¿¡,. or) - d') ( ¿r a ¡¡) q, f,) (tc 7¡ a 7,r)

(2.35)

k¡¡:
koY¡v

cN k¡vu'vin 
t%y-

kx:
Ic.Yw

,qry- pzn
Y¡¡ g *(k. a ¡¡¡ 1 

{ t ) ( k¡r øru ) - Y"rþ',(k 
" 

a 7,¡) E' f,) (k 7¡ a ¡¡

VeP (k¿+taù€'!,2) (k,oo) - y*r€'!]) (k¿+ta¿)t*) (k¿at

)l

(L') Q'¿"0¡¿,!,4(ko"n) - ¿,Ø(tc;aò€? (t'¿"0)
)l
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Y (l? (k¿ +r 
" ù { *) (t'¿ 

" 
0) - y +r ( ll) &¿+t a¿) 4?) (t n onni.i*t k¿ t-ráp" : E;e I

si,i!7 k¿ tuoo, 
kr_ry, I

si,ill k¿ 
|-"þþn Eñrl

)llc¿a¿

(L') Q'¿"1¡q,*) (ko"n) - g,o (k;aù(P Ø¿"¿)

Y€L\ (k,*rø)(f;) @¿a¿) - y+r€,f,) 1t'n*roo¡¿,rt ç

k¿a¿

([? Q'¿"n¡¿,!*')(ku"o) - gØ(k*ò€L') U'¿"0)

11(lz) (k¿apù(!,') (ko"o) - y+r€,ll) (k;*rao¡¿f) ç

(L') (t ¿" o¡ g, !,Ð (ko 
" 

o) - q, Ø (k;aò €P (t'¿"0)

Y(f) Øo*ra¿)(f) (k¿ao) - Y+'t1'1) 1tc,*ra)(f,) (

)l

4lk¿ci,,¿+l k¿ |u1'vn T;e I

qi,i-tt k¿ tu't.n 
k+rY, I

qi,i+r ko I
" p.yn kr*ry I

€,f)(ko"n)€?) çt'o"o¡ - e#) (t'0",)€,9(ko"o)

k¿a¿

Y(f) Øo*raò{<f) @oao) - vo*re*) (k¿*ra¿)€'?) (k¿ø¿)

4,')(ko"o)€P) çt'¿"o¡ - €L') (t noo)€,!*')(ko"n)

Y€'!P &o*r"o)€LÐ (k;oo) - Y+'(#) (t'¿+toù(l|) (

€'P(ko"ù€Íi-) @o"n) - €L') U'ooo)€,*)(ko"o)

qi,ir7 k¿ lW('97'o*ra¿)(f)(k¿a¿) -Y+r€l)&¿+a¿)€#)(k¿a¿)1UPP' 
k+rYt L )

Ail the sub-coeffi.cients in equations (2.33) through (2.36) can be thought of as the

transmission or reflection coefficients of each single mode of the expanded field as it

propagates through different regions of the scattering structure.

An explicit expansion of the tangential components of the fietd in region 2 can

now be given in terms of the scattering amplitude coefficients Cn and Dn of the free

space region as

E'zo : # "î;{lt "'"rr#4 - j D *G' -(Òlfr'!)]
+i" ffi+) f*,",# - i u' "Ø9!#' Ð]\

(2.36)
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Ea : # þ-{lt""n 
ry#9 - i D*G, *(", #a]

* t" ffi lr^nry#Ù-, u'" r'l #] )
(2.37)

ni : ryå { l*t''(ùtL#9 + j D*G,(')ff4]

* i " ffi lr' "ef!S-o¡ *, u "o¡'J#l\

Hå :'þ#å 
{ [*.' *(Òü-{) + i D,G,(Òry#)]

* t" ffi lr' ^n 
øgp *,, "694#91'

where

P*(r) : S'-",(P@zr) tStu",¿pltrrr¡

G,(r) : S1o*41(k2r) +Slr^Ipçt'r,¡

r,?) : Slo^€*)(k2r) -lS'uo,1pçtrrr¡

tt*(r) : s',,*€[!(t'rÒ +SX;,€p)@rr) (2.38)

F',(r) : S'*"*e'!)) (krr) *#8",(f) Qtrr)

G'^(r) : S1o,€'!]) Q'rr) *9f,r,l'f,) çt'rr¡

T'*(r) : S',0,(ll (krr) *!Bo*€'f) (ttrr)

u',(r) : S1o*€'ll (t'zr) tSXo^€'ll) (k"r)

We can no\ry proceed to the matrix formulation by imposing the boundary con-

ditions directly on the field expressions given in equations (2.22) and (2.32).
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The boundary condition of zero tangential electric field at the

perfectly conducting spherical segment (f x Er : f x E2 : 0 for

requires that for 0o 1 0 1 r ;

î.{o,r,@,")PJ,# - iB*,þ'*(r,"ùU#P} : o
rz-1 \

surface of

0"<0<
the

r),

(2.3e)

(2.40)2{o"r"&*ùt#9 - i 8,,þ,,(r,'ù'}:,#} : o

{r*r,{*)ffi9 - i D,G' *("¡T#9} : r,r,

{t^r^rury rreg - i D.G' *(", ) # } 
: r,r,

Ë
n=\

Ð
n=l

(2.41)

(2.42)

where

V'(o)

v2(0) :-å yffilr^"ury#9 - iu,*(o,)#q] e 44)

Also, the continuity of the tangential components of the electric as well as the

magnetic field through the aperture(f x (Et - E') - 0 , f * (Et - E): 0 for

0 < 0 < á,) requires that for 0 ( 0 < 0o :

i"ffilt,,',#9 - iu',(o,)ry+iÐl rr ntl

î{w^r-(or) - A,tþ,(tt1av)r #4
-i ID*G',(or) - Bntþ'n(tc1aù19!#9) : u,frl Q.45)

oo

-_\- .L
n=l

o9Lò



î {v, 
r,(o') - A.tþ,(k1a1)i ry+iÐ

-i lD,G',(or) - B^tþ',(k1a,)f #9\ : r^, (2.46)

å { f*.',(o,) - W,o.r',&,où1ry#9
*ilr-"^(o,) -ffi"*r^(,k,,,)] #4) : u.rrl e.4T)

å { l"t',(o,) - ffio^r'.@,où]ffi9
*ilo,*-(o,) - W,r,r*(¿,,,)] 

ry ,r--4\:ru, e.4B)

where

ua(o) :-Ë t"ffi1r,"ø¡Q\ffi - tr,(ùä-9] rr nnl

v4(o) :-å i"ffilr',rq'# - ¡r^(')t#91 rr rol

Using equations (2.39) through (2.46) and making use of the orthogonality prop-

erties of the Legendre functions, it can be shown that the scattering amplitude co-

efficients Cn and Dn are directly related to the coefficients An and B^by

An : Ç#õlt-*ru + i"ffir.@ù]
(2.5r)

Bn : Çffiõlo^*' *1o'l + i"ffr'.("ìf

Hence, if we substitute equation (2.5I) into equations (2.39) through Q.a\ and
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(2.45) through (2.48) and eliminate the coefrcients An and Bn, weobtain non-trivial

equations for the scattering coefficients Cn and D, as follows :

3$ | C"Xr" AP:(cosá) . DnXn* P)(cosl)lL l',þßr"J ôo - J ,þ,*(k,,") .i" á J 
:

- å 
j" ffi,|#õ*+P * j ffiõ#] (2 52)

S IC"Xc* P](cosl) , . DnXn* ôP](cosEl _

"=L-t6ßr"J .i"d - t rþ'Jkroù----ãï - ) -

å 
j"ffi,1#õ's," + j ffiõeL#el r"'r

for0(0<0o,and

îlt-r,ç.,rU *þ9 - i D*G',(',)#] :
- å i" ffilr¡^tY#9 - iu',(o,)ffir] e s4)

îlt -o-ç,,) ffiø - i D *G' ^("'rUÅ\#9] :
- å i"ffi[*,,,,#9 - iu'*(o,)ry+iÐ] rr "r

for0o<0<n,where

xcn : Y2tþ^(fua1)F' n(ot) - Yrþ',(kta1)F"(a1)

xnn : Y2tþ'n(k1øy)G"("r) -Y¡þ^(fuat)G',(a) (2.b6)

xtn : Y¡þ"(k1a1)T'*(or) -Yrþ'*(kta1)7,(a1)

xzn : Y¡þ'^(kp1)u"("t) -Y¡þ*(kyat)tJ',(a1)

In the next section 'we proceed to solve for the unknown scattering amplitude

coefficients Cn and D,,, starting from equations (2.52) through (2.55) by applying

.)X
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the method of least squ.are error.

2.4 method of Least Square Error

In what foliows we give a brief theoretical background of the least square error

method.

Let an arbitrary function f(r)be givenin theinterval a 1 r ( b. Wewish to

approximate f (r) by the sum of n orthogonal set of functions

S"(*): Atst(") + Azgz(r) I Azss(r) + ... + A"s^(r) (2.57)

where,4¿'s and Ot(r)'s are the expansion coefficients and functions, respectively, and

wherel1i1n.

Let us denote the error term /(z) - S"(x) by e,(r); thus

f(*):5"(*)+"^(*) (2.58)

Next we consider the mean square error [31]

¡b

€n: rn J" 1""@)1" d.* (2.59)

and reduce en to a minimum through the choice of the Á¿'s, where u.r is a weighting

factor that can be omitted when the total error is considered. The corresponding

measure of the total error formed with the first power of e,, would not be suitable,

since large arbitrary positive and negative errors could then cancel each other and

would not count in the total error.
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The requirement that (2.59) be a minimum leads to the relation

9:l_- o m:r,2,J,...,fr
dA*

3.$ I C"X"^ AP:(cosd) . DnXn* P](cosl)ll2
- 
=l-lúß*J"àd- 

+ i ffi-#l I sin o do

(2.60)

These are exactly n equations for the determination of the z unknowns A¿'s. Our

approximation S, is hereby determined completely. The accuracy of the approxi-

mation naturally increases with the number of constants A¿'s, i.e., with increasing

n.

The expansion of the functio" f@) in the interval a 1 r 1 b, using the or-

thogonal set of functions, assumes that the function is periodic outside the specified

interval with finite number of finite discontinuities. However, since the orthogonal

functions are of oscillatory nature, S"(*) will have oscillatory behavior near the dis-

continuity points, representing Gibbs' phenomenon [31]. The oscillatory behavior of

the modal expansion does not represent the actual behavior of the original expanded

function /(z). However, as the number of retained expansion functions increases the

number of oscillations in the modal expansion S"(") also increases but with lower

amplitudes approaching the actual amplitudes of /(z).

With this simple and brief theoretical background about the application of the

least square error method, \Me proceed to solve for the scattering coefficients in

the free space region. Retaining only the frrsl M terms on the left handside of

equations(2.52) through (2.55), the total square erroÍ eM may be written as

r0' l * .,(2n + 7) 
I _¿y, 7P](cosl) , ; x2n P,1(cos d)'lu* : Jo l-:' n(, +r) L,þ*(k,ãff + i,t ;&,,ù,i,'al
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- f " l_ S .*(2n -l 7) | x'" Pl(cos 0) - ; xrn aPlkos 0)l
' Jo I "?--' 

n(n-ll) þÞ"(1r'r_at) sind ' 'rþ'n(lrror) A0 I

- å lffih'i# + i mry#e]l' ",,' o,

* 1,") å i"ffilr"øfe#g - iu, *(o,)1, r]

- å lr,r,rutri!;;9 - i D,G, ^(,,)#]l' ",^t ot

* 1,") Ë 
j"ffi,1'"t^r'# - ju' *(o')ry#Pl

î,lt-o.ç")'# - i D*G'",("¡UÅ#91 
l',," 

r r, (2.61)

For least total square error we require that

\em \e¡rrt ^ / r -\ ,^ ^^\
AC*: 0 and' ffi:0 (* : I'2'3'' ' 'M) (2'62)

from which we obtain

Ë;{1ffi' ")lW# wW 6 *n'ï (ræ^
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$r"(2n+1) J
3' n(n +1) \

tÞ^(ha1)T^(ot) .
e -t'"''Ac^

2m2(m + 1)'
1)(2* +

T^(at),þ,"( rat)
t lL**(o')

t*,(ü\

A1

)l

,þ"(k,
X
T(o,

X,

FåXå^

1þ^(hat)U'-(ot)+jt (2.63)

and

Xä* F;(ay)tþ'"(fua1)

l' lrþ'*(kror)l'
1) xb*

F#,(o')lþ"(kpt) ) 
v,nn\" o

Sfl (r') nll_rþ'*(kr"r)rþ"(t""') - X"* 
1

k \lr¡"Ut, o, ) 
""1 I xb* ' F,(a)G'L,@t) )

S^,Qò}

{l-'ffi^11æ
( xo.Ò^nt 
\dÇGJ1,TGJ

3$,, (2n-lI) I ,2m2(m+I)' ,þ'*(fua1)U'*(a1),
- kr n(,n +Ð \r1z-;f¡ x; "^"

, l.þ'*(krot)U',(a1)-i¡ xç

, lrþ'^(kro)T^(a1)-l xb*

Xzn

f 
L-'(s")

G'i@1)tþ',(k1

Xrn

or)

)) e64)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate, while 6^n is the Kronecker delta

and L**(0,) and S*.(0.) are defined by
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If we rearrange equations (2.63) and (2.64), we obtain a set of equations that

can be represented in matrix form as

Urrnll"nl : lspl (p,q : 7,2, "'2M) (2.66)

t8

where the following notations have been introduced :

,þ*

L**(0") : l"'" 19!#20) 
ry#tÐ. %##l sinl d0

(2.65)

s*,(0.) : l"'" lüþYE 
ry+P* 4#4 ry#tÐf,,,t ot

L _ lrÞ*(t r")rlt'.(kror) , XDn l "b2,n-7,2n : - ¡*--í*- + GñffiJ 5,""(e")

(2.67)

L _ lrþ'*(ktot)rþ,(ha), Xcn l"bz*,zn-t: -¡ .. *+p¡rffi@Jls^"(0")

, l2m2(m + r)' lrþ'*(kror)]' . I xr,
o2m,2n : 

1æ-;¡l- xb^ omn t 
IGÇGJG,;@J

L _fu2m-1,2n-L 
I

Xcn,þ^(krot)l'
xb*

,I
D
)

2m2(m I
(2m*I (aot)

at)k1

Fn

,(k,þ*

6*n *

( rat)
xb,.

Få("''

l'*,

)

(r,))
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,þ' 
^(ktot)rþ' n(krot rl L*,(0.)\v* | Drnn\vo

Ab* 
I

ez*-, : - å 
j"ffi, {W# bþffi u*-

and

112n-r: ,Fr.\ot), c- Ç:þl-n- (2.69)= E4rr*¡u" ¡ uzn: -J ryJk*ùu'

and

The 2M unknown scattering amplitude coefficients, C,, and Dn (n :

7,2, ... ,M) can no'vr/ be approximated by solving the 2M x 2M matrix equation

(2.66) obtained by imposing the boundary conditions and letting Cn : Dn : 0

for all n ) M. The coefficients Cn and Dn do not enjoy the property of finality.
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However, this approximation converges to the exact solution as M approaches in-

finity. Therefore, in actual computation, the number M rnust be large enough to

give sufficient accuracy.

The solution of equation (2.66) will only converge slowly to the exact answer as

M increases due to the field singularity at the edge of the aperture.
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CEIAPTER, 3

Nurnerical FLesults

3.1 PreliminaryResults

A computer program with double-precision mode was written to calculate the

surface and far fields. The scattering amplitude coeficients, Cn and Dn (n :

!,2,3,,...M) were first computed from equations (2.66) through (2.69) obtained

by the least square error method. From these, all the fie1d quantities were then

computed.

As mentioned in chapter 2, many different geometries degenerate from the con-

sidered scattering structure by altering one or more of the structure's parameters.

Hence, the formulated solution should converge to the analytic solution of those

known cases. To test the written program, different field computations were done.

In figure 3.1 the backscattering cross section of a perfectly conducting sphere as a

function of the sphere size was calculated by setting 0o : 0, and the results are

in perfect agreement with the well known Mie exact solution [29]. The back and

forward scattering cross section for the complete conducting sphere with ka : 2.9

were calculated using the exact analytic solution and the proposed formulation with
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Figure 3.1: Backscattering cross section of perfectly conducting sphere as a function

of sphere size relative to wavelength, using : (a) Mie exact solution and (b) the

proposed formulation with 0o:0o
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of bistatic cross sections for a complete conducting sphere

using : (a) exact solution with kø1 - 2.9, (b) spherical shell with do : 0o and

ko4:2.9, (c) spherical shell with 0o: 50o, €,r : 10s , þ,! :10-3 and kat - 2.9 (d)

spherical shell with 0o :0o, €r!: I, þrr: I¡ €rz: 105and þr2:10-3, and a single

coating layer of thickness 6 :0.14324À, kq :2.0.
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different parameters settings. As shown in figure 3.2, the results are in perfect

agreement with the exact solution. The values used for the relative permittivity and

permeability in this frgure are not realistic but rather simulate a highly conducting

medium as explained in [27].

In figures 3.3 and 3.4, the computed backscattering cross sections for a spherical

conducting sheli presented alone with an aperture angle 0o : 30o and 0o: 90o, re-

spectively, are compared with the solution given in [25]. The program was also tested

for the case of a homogeneous dielectric sphere without the presence of the conduct-

ing segment, a case that can be simulated by setting the aperture subtended angle

0o : 180o. The results are shown in figure 3.5 for lcoo, : 6.0 with €r! : 4.437025,

which is equivalent to a refractive index of 2.i05 when þrt : 7. In all the above

tested cases, the retained number of modes needed for the convergence of the solu-

tion was the same number of modes needed by the exact solution of the complete

geometry. For example, for the complete conducting sphere case in figure 3.2, eight

modes 'r.vere necessary for the convergence of the exact Mie solution as well as the

proposed formulation.

One of the main quantities that can validate the investigated work is the field

distribution along the spherical conducting segment and the aperture. As a demon-

stration, the electric field distribution of a spherical conducting shell at r : a lor

koa - 2.5 with 0o : 90o was calculated in the E and /1-planes. The results are

shown in figure 3.6 where the oscillations in Ee do not really represent the actual

field characteristics. Since only a finite number of modes M is retained in approxi-

mating the field having the edge singularity, these oscillations are due to Gibb's
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Figure 3.3: Computed backscattering cross section of a spherical shell with 0o : 30o,,

using : (a) solution given by [25] and (b) proposed formulation.
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Figure 3.4: Computed backscattering cross section of a spherical shell with 0o :90o,
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Figure 3.5: The bistatic cross sections of a homogeneous sphere as a function of

bistatic angle, f.or ka : 6.0 with e,1 : 4.437025 using the exact solution and the

proposed formulation.
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Figure 3.6: Computed amplitude of the d and / components of the electric field at

r : o,r for ka :2.5 with d, : 90o.
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phenomenon which occurs whenever a discontinuous function is approximated by a

finite series. As the number of retained modes is increased, the number of oscilla-

tions also increases with smaller amplitudes trying to reach the actual fields values.

However, the necessary number of retained modes for the far scattered field conver-

gence is less than that for the aperture field. Hence, the retained number of modes

in the solution of any case to follow was determined according to the convergence

of the far scattered field. Regarding the vanishing tangential electric field along

the conducting segment, the results, as shown in figure 3.6, are not objectionable.

Howevet, it is noticeable that near the edge of the conducting segment the solution

has higher amplitude ripples than the rest of the conducting segment. Again, this

behavior of the solution is due to Gibb's phenomenon and the higher the amplitude

of the discontinuity (singularity) of the 9-component of the electric field at the edge,

the higher is the number and amplitude of the ripples near the edge of the conduct-

ing segment.

3.2 fnterior Loading

In order to obtain some basic understanding of the dielectric loading effect, we

begin with the most promising and simple case of filling the cavity by a homogeneous

dielectric material with relative permittivity e"1 higher than that of free space. Since

the considered structure has different parameters which, when varied, affect the

backscattered field amplitude, and since the backscattering can only be plot as a

function of two variables at a time, it was necessary to assign selected values for the

structure's parameters and study the effect of varying any remaining two parameters

on the backscattered field.
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We begin by studying the effect of both the cavity size and the relative permit-

tivity of the dielectric materiai inside the cavity for the case of moderate and wide

aperture subtended angles, 30' and 90', respectively. Figure 3.7 shows the results

for 0o: 300. It is noted that along the line €rr :1, the curve corresponds to the

scattering by the spherical sheil without dielectric as in figure 3.3. As pointed out

earlier by [25], this curve shows that the marked reductions and the sharp peaks

occur always at frequencies just below the free resonance frequencies of a closed

spherical cavity. To emphasize this, figure 3.8 is included. The decrease in the reso-

nance frequency of the cavity can be explained by perturbation theory if we regard

the aperture as a perturbation applied to the closed spherical cavity. In such a case,

por¡/er flows out through the aperture and a loss is introduced. Accordingly, we have

a finite Q associated with loss through the aperture (Sapertur") and the resonance

frequency of the perturbed cavity becomes smaller than that of the closed spheri-

cal cavity. Returning to figure 3.7, an examination of the computed backscattering

cross section with various cavity sizes and €,1 rev€als that the marked reductions

and sharp peaks occurred at large cavity sizes with given e,1 loading can occur at

smaller cavity sizes with higher e,1 ioading. Also, for high values of e,1 more re-

duction in the backscattering occurs since large resonance frequencies are shifted to

occur at smaller cavity sizes due to the presence of the dielectric which increases the

electrical size of. the cavity according to the relation

kt : k.t/ lt te,t (3.1)
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Complete conducting sphere

Figure 3.8: Computed backscattering cross section, of a spherical shell with 0o :30o

and a complete conducting sphere, versus the sphere size koa-
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Figure 3.9: Computed backscattering cross section, of a spherical shell with 0o : 90o,

as a function of cavity size koal and €.,1 of the dielectric filling the spherical cavity.
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where k1 is the propagation constant in the medium, Ëo is the propagation constant

in free space, þrt and €¡ ô,rê the permeability and permittivity of the medium,

respectively. From equation (3.1), k1 is proportional to the square root of e,1 which

controls the shift in the resonance frequency. Figure 3.9 shows the same type of

results for a wide aperture where 0o : 90o. From figure 3.4, it is noted that for

the wide aperture case, a reduction in the backscattering occurs at high resonance

frequencies. As in the case where 0o:30o, the presence of the dielectric alters the

electrical dimensions of the cavity and hence high resonance frequencies are shifted

to occur at smaller cavity sizes for higher e,1.

Since the cavity itself plays quite a significant role in this modification of the

scattering and that the modification depends on the electrical size of the cavity, then

filling the cavity with a dielectric seems to be a promising technique to control the

scattering from the the shell's structure. However, in the vicinity of the resonance

frequencies of the cavity the field quantities associated with the cavity are still

sensitive to small changes in the frequency. As can be seen from figures 3.7, 3.9

and 3.10, such a frequency sensitivity is evident when the aperture is of moderate

size. Unfortunately, the presence of the dielectric doesn't seem to slow the expected

rapid change in the phase of the field scattered or reflected from the cavity as the

frequency of the incident field varies near the resorance frequency [25]. This phase

change produces a rapid change in the backscattering cross section from a maximum

to a minimum. Thus, it seems that the narro'vr/ band frequency characteristic near

the resonance frequencies of the cavity is inherent in this type of geometry.

In order to study the effect of the aperture size on the scattering behavior of

the spherical shell filied with a dielectric, the backscattering cross section for the

case koal : 2.5 is plotted as a function of both the aperture subtended angle á, and

the relative dielectric permittivity e¡. The result is shown in figure 3.10 where for
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very smail aperture angles (0" < 15") the backscattering cross section is the same

as that for a closed spherical cavity. This reveals that small apertures do not cause

any noticeable perturbation to the field around the cavity. For moderate aperture

sizes (15' 1 0o < 45') marked reductions in the backscattering cross sections are

noticed for different values of e,1. For example when €rr : 5, the backscattering

cross section is very small over the range 17o < 0o < 50' with moderate sensitivity

to the change in e'1 and 0o in that range. For wide aperture angles, the backscat-

tering cross section tends to be higher than that of a closed spherical cavity for

1.0

section of a dielectric sphere is, in general, higher than that of a solid conducting

sphere and for wide aperture angles the conducting segment (thin shell) has smalier

effect on the scattering compared with small or moderate aperture angles structures.

The far scattered field for koø1 :2.5 has been plotted with different dielectric load-

ings to illustrate the possibility of reducing the backscattered field. The results are

shown in figures 3.11, 3.12 and table 3.1 where numerical values are presented. In

figures 3.11 and 3.I2, an interesting feature about the far scattered field is noticed.

Here the pattern of the scattered field for a complete spherical cavity and loaded

and unloaded spherical shells is the same except for a nonlinear scaling process with

respect to d.

To relate the above observations to the field behavior at the aperture, the 0 and

/ components of the electric field r'¡/ere computed at r : cLL for the case koal:2.5

with aperture angles 0o:45o and go:90o. The results are shown in figures 3.13

to 3.i6. For the case of a moderate aperture (..g. 0" : 45o) we notice that lower

aperture electric field amplitudes exist for the loaded case where €r.t : 5 compared

with the unloaded case. However, for the case of a wide aperture (..g. 0": 90,)
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larger aperture electric field amplitudes exist for the loaded case wher e €,1 - 5

compared with the unloaded case. Remembering that a similar situation exists for

the far scattered field, and using perturbation theory again, it is easily understood

that backscattering reduction is possible for those loading cases where small power

is associated with the aperture fields.

Table 3.1: Computed Backscattered cross section of a complete conducting sphere

compared to a spherical shell with different aperture angles and internal loading.

aperture angle do €rl "t0)ra2 No. of modes

M

0o 7.7200 8

30, 1.0 4.4897 92

300 5.0 0.4328 98

450 1.0 1.3393 92

450 5.0 0.3806 100
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Figure 3.11: Computed bistatic scattering E-plane pattern of : (a) a sphericat shell

f.or ka : 2.5 with d, : 30o and e,1 - 5.0, (b) u spherical shell for ka : 2.5 with

0o :30o and (c) a solid sphere for ka :2.5.
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Figure 3.12: Computed bistatic scattering H-plane pattern of : (a) a spherical

for ka : 2.5 with á, : 30o and e"1 - 5.0, (b) " spherical shell for ka : 2.5

0o :30o and (c) a soiid sphere for k,a: 2.5.

shell

with
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Figure 3.13: Computed amplitudes of the d -components of the electric field
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Figure 3.15: Computed amplitudes of the á -components of the electric field

r: o,twilh koq: 2.5 and0o:90o for er1 :5 and €rr:1.
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3.3 Exterior Loading

In this section results are presented for the scattering by a spherical conducting

shell loaded with a single dielectric layer. The thickness, 6, of the layer adds an

extra parameter to be taken into account when studying the effect on the scattering

behavior of the structure. To get an initial insight, the backscattering cross section

from the conducting sheil, with an aperture subtended angle 0o : 30o and loaded

by a 0.25À thick layer of relative permittivity ,,, : 2.0 as a function of cavity size,

is compared with the backscattering cross section from the same shell without the

presence of the dielectric layer. As shown in figure 3.17, the results indicate that in

general the loaded case has higher backscattering cross section.

To study the effect of other parameters, especially the layer thickness, the

backscattering cross section for the case koal : 2.5 with a dielectric layer of rel-

ative permittivity €r2:1.16 was calculated as a function of the aperture size and

dielectric layer thickness. The results are shown in figure 3.18 where desired marked

reduction in the backscattering cross section is obviously not achievable in this case.

Also, it is noted from the same fi.gure that the layer thickness has a small effect on

the backscattering cross section for cases of different aperture sizes. However, a rela-

tive reduction in the backscattering cross section is noticeable in the vicinity of 0.5À

thick loading layers. In figure 3.19, the effect of the change of another important

parameter, the dielectric layer permittivity, is observed. This figure corresponds to
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the case of lcoø1:2.5 with a 0.25À thick loading layer. It is noted that the backscat-

tering cross section for the externally loaded shell has, in general, high values at

almost all the values of e,2 for different aperture sizes, especially wide apertures

where 0o > 45o. Nevertheless, relatively smali values of computed backscattering

exist for very small apertures with 1.5 1 €r2 < 2.0 and 4.2 1 €r2 < b.0 as well as

very wide aperture cases with 1.0 < e,2 12.5.

A third set of results was investigated where the backscattering cross section

from a conducting shell of koal :2.5 with a single dielectric loading layer was plotted

as a function of the dielectric layer thickness and permittivity. Results for moderate

and wide aperture sizes (0o : 30o and 0o : 90o) are shown in figures 3.21 and

3.20 respectively. It is noticed that in both cases the computed backscattering cross

section values tend to have the same trend where the values of the backscattering

are higher for high thickness and permittivity values. Also, the backscattering for

the wide aperture case (do : 90') is higher than that for the moderate aperture

case (do : 30'). From the previous observations, it can be generally stated that

the backscattering cross section of an externally loaded spherical conducting shell is

higher than that of a closed cavity or internally loaded case. Also, the backscattering

cross section for the case where the dielectric layer permittivity is ciose to unity is

not significantly afected by the layer's thickness, while it is increased with increasing

values of dielectric layer relative permittivity for values larger than 2.0.

The dielectric loading layer actually plays a different role than was noticed for

the internal loading case. The loading layer does not only alter the electrical dimen-

sions of the spherical conducting shell, but also changes the nature of the scattering

structure that faces the incident wave. To illustrate this, figures 3.22 and 3.23 are



included. In these figures the far scattered field components for a conducting shell of

koat - 2.5 with a 0.25À thick dielectric layer of e,z : 5.0 are plotted and compared

with the complete conducting sphere. It can be seen that the scattered pattern for

the loaded case is no longer similar to that of the unloaded case, and new side lobes

start to appear.

3.4 Combined Loading

As the number of loaded areas in the considered structure increases, the allo-

cated memory to store different expressions, variables and subcoefficients increases

dramatically since the solution converges slowly and a large number of terms is re-

tained. However, the computer program that evaiuates the formulated solution can

handle the solution for an internally loaded sheil with a single loading layer. This

loaded case can be analyzed easily using the conclusion deduced in the previous sec-

tions. It was concluded in section 3.2 that the internal loading alters the electrical

dimension of the spherical shell. Also, from section 3.3 it was noted that a loading

layer on the shell tends to increase the backscattering cross section of the shell and it

introduces a significant change in the scattering behavior of the spherical conducting

shell. Hence, for the multi-loaded structure considered in this section and described

above, the backscattering is high and the effect of the loading layer is the dominant

effect in this case. This is illustrated in the cases presented in figures 3.24 arrð,3.25.
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Figure 3.22: Cornputed bistatic scattering E-p1ane pattern of : (a) a spherical shell

for ka : 2.5 luith á, : 30o and a 0.25À thick dielectric loading layer of €,2 : 5.0,

(b) a solid sphere for ka:2.5.
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Figure 3.23: Computed bistatic scattering H-plane pattern of : (a) a spherical shell

for ka : 2.5 \Ã/ith d, : 30o and a 0.25^ thick dielectric loading layer of €,2 : 5.0,

(b) a solid sphere for ko,:2.5.
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CHAPTER 4

Discussion

The search for an analytic soiution for the scattering from a multi-loaded thin

perfectly conducting spherical shell with a circular aperture, the study of the scat-

tering behavior of this structure and the possibility of controlling the scattering

behavior were the three factors that motivated this research. In chapter 2, lhe

boundary value problem was developed and the least square error method was ap-

plied to approximate the scattered field expansion coefficients. In the proposed

formulation, the evaluation of the expansion coefficients was reduced to the solution

of a system of linear equations that involves these coefficients as unknowns.

In the last chapter, different numerical results r¡/ere pïesented demonstrating the

validity of the solution and the expected behavior of the near and far scattered field.

Figure 3.6 explained the behavior of the tangential electric field on the surface of

the conducting shell and the aperture. Due to the singularity in ,Ðe, higher number

of expansion modes is needed for the convergence of the near field compared to the

far field. However, the calculated near field is in good agreement with the imposed

boundary conditions except for some ripples near the discontinuity which is due to

Gibb's phenomenon. As noticed from figure 3.8, the resonance frequencies of the

spherical sheil occur just below the resonance frequencies of the closed cavity due to

the energy loss at the aperture introduced by the circular aperture in the spherical

conducting segment. The cavity size itself, mainly, determines the scattering be-



havior of the conducting shell. This was evident from the scattering patterns of the

closed cavity and the cavitywith an aperture as infigures 3.11 and 3.12. \Mhen the

interior of the cavity is filled with a dielectric material and the effect of the change

of different parameters on the backscattering cross section of the loaded structure

is studied, it is noted that small apertures do not contribute to the change in the

scattering behavior of the structure. Actually, the structure with small aperture stili

holds the features of a closed cavity. On the other hand, the conducting segment

in wide aperture structures has a minor effect and the backscattering cross section

is in general high. When the aperture is of moderate size, the backscattering cross

section is sensitive to the properties of the loading material since high relative per-

mittivity dielectrics increase the electrical size of the spherical shell and at the same

time, the cavity size still plays the major role in determining the scattering form

the loaded structure. Hence, basically internal loading does not contribute but to

the alteration of the cavity electrical size without any effect on its basic scattering

characteristics.

When a loading layer is introduced to the spherical shell, the conducting segment

is exposed to transmitted and reflected waves inside the dielectric layer itself in

addition to the transmitted part of the original incident electromagnetic wave. These

different coherent or incoherent waves (depending on the phase delay introduced by

the thickness of the loading layer) are produced at the boundaries of the layer

with the free space region and with the internal medium of the cavity through

the aperture. Hence, the total scattering from the conducting spherical sheli is

the vector sum of the scattering of ali the \¡üaves inside the loading iayer. Thus,

the scattering pattern in this case wiil be different than that of a closed cavity or
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an internally loaded shell with an aperture. This is evident in figures 3.22 and

3.23. When the thickness of the loading layer increases and becomes close to one

wavelength, the backscattering cross section increases due to phase delay introduced

by ihe one wavelength thick layer that seems to allow in-phase waves to be produced.

In general, one can observe that high values of the backscattering cross section is

the main feature of this type of loading. Also, an increase in the loading layer

thickness or relative permittivity will usually by accompanied by an increase in the

backscattering cross section.

From section 3.4 and the proposed explanation above, it is directly understood

that a combination of an internal loading and a loading layer will possess the prop-

erties and the characteristics of an externally loaded structure. This is because

the internal loading's role is just to alter the electrical dimension of the spherical

segment and will not affect in a major way the effect of the loading layer which is

described above. Hence, it is concluded that only filling the interior of the shell with

a dielectric material can be a promising technique for the control of the scattering

from the considered structure. Nevertheless, extra treatment is needed such that

this technique be less sensitive to the frequency.
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CH"A'.PTER, 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

The worl< reported in this thesis has been devoted to the investigation of the

scattering behavior of dielectric loaded thin conducting spherical shell with a circular

aperture for a plane wave incident normally on the aperture. The boundary value

problem is employed by imposing the boundary conditions on the fields expressed

in series of spherical wave functions. The least square error method is applied to

the equations resulting from matching the tangential fields at the aperture in order

to evaluate the modal expansion coefficients of the scattered field in the free space

region.

In general, the backscattering cross section of a conducting spherical shell with

an aperture is higher than that of a closed spherical cavity where the cavity size itself

plays a major role in determining this scattering behavior. The loading technique

of filling the cavity with a dielectric tends to increase the electrical size of the cavity

which in turn allows the resonance frequencies, that occur at equivalent large cavity

sizes, to occur at smaller cavity sizes but with cavities loaded with dietectric material

of higher relative permittivity e,t. Although marked reduction in the backscatter-

ing cross section is achievable for any cavity size by using the proper material, this

techniqe is frequency sensitive. The frequency sensitivity of this loading is due to

the fact that the scattering behavior of this structure is dependet on the cavity size

itself. For the cases where the loading layer is used, the computed backscattering
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cross section showes very high values and small chances for a reduction. Also, the

far scattered field patterns of the closed spherical cavity and the spherical shell with

or without internal loading are similar except for a nonlinear scaling factor. How-

ever, this is not true when the conducting she1l is loaded by a dielectric layer. In

the latter case, the loading layer introduces a dramatically different nature of the

structure where more side lobes are present in the far scattering pattern. When a

combination of the internal loading and a loading layer are used, the ioading layer

has a dominant effect since the internal loading just alters the electrical dimension

of the conducting shell. In this case the backscattering cross section tends to be

high.

As expected and noticed in chapter 3, the convergence of the present formulation

to the exact answer is very slow due to the field singularity at the edge of the

aperture. Hence, a treatment of this singularity is expected to improve the rate of

convergence of the solution. Such a treatment would be extremely difficult if not

impossibie. To investigate this point, we recommend that those terms in the present

solution that contain the edge singularity and become infinite at 0:0obe pointed

out and thereby separate out the singular point. This might sound straightforward

application, but when treated mathematically and the solution is reformulated with

the application of the least square error method, it becomes much more invloved. If

the number of modes needed for convergence is reduced, then all the spared memoïy

for the sub-coefficients that appeared in the formulation will also be reduced, thus

permitting one to simulate (in the software program) more than one loading layer

in the considered scattering structure and study their effect.



Another interesting application of the present structure and work, is the replace-

ment of the source by a point source or a dipole or a beam. In this case, the plane

electromagnetic wave becomes a special case. Ilowever, the problem in these cases

becomes a radation problem where a special treatment of the excitation source is

needed, and this will add more complexity to the formulation.
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APPENDICES



APPEI\DIX A

Basic Relations for Spherical .Wave 
Functions

4.1 Spherical Radial Functions

Many of the basic and the asymptotic equations regarding the radial and the

angular functions used in different expansion series in this thesis are scattered in

different references and handbooks. Thus, it is believed that a summary of these

equations and expressions will provide a helpful tool when used for future research.

We begin by stating the equations to calculate the spherical radial functions

from the corresponding cylinderical ones, i.e.

i,(x) : I #t,*v,@)

a.@): I #r*,¡,(*) (A.2)

where i"@) and y"(r) are the spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kind,

respectively, and J,+t/z(r) and Yn1¡.¡2(z) are the corresponding cylindrical Bessel

functions. Also,

(,{.1)

(A.3)

(A.4)

of the first and second

nP@):i*@)+y*(r)

n9@):i,þ)-a*@)

where hg)(r) and hf)(r) are the spherical Hankel functions

kinds, respectively.
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It is a common practice to denote any spherical functionby zf)(r), i: !,,2,2

and 4, where the superscripts 1 and 2 are used to represent the spherical Bessel

functions of the first and second kinds and the superscripts 3 and 4 are used to

represent the spherical Hankel functions of the first and second kind, respectively.

With this notation in mind, we write the equations for the partial derivatives of

these functions with respect to their arguments, i.e.

ôr
a l*"#t @)l

0r

Asymptotic formulas for the Hankel functions and their parial derivatives with

respect to the argument at large argument are given as

: *rf!r@) - nzpçn¡

: (n + t¡zf)@) - ,"fJrçr¡

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.e)

(A.10)

where the prime denotes the derivative with

T

respect to the argument z.

4.2 Legendre Functions

In this section we give some basic equations involving the integration of the

Legendre functions over the partial or complete range of the spherical coordinate

variable d. The orthogonality relation is given by

r0z

Jr, PI(cos0)Pi"þosá)sin 0d0 :

*ffirlÐ 1".,"", Eq#9 - pr(cosr!!t#tÐ)':, (A 1i)
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An important and interesting case of equation (,{.11) is when /

02 : r, where the result of the integration reduces to

lo" rin 0 lP[ (cos o)]'z d0 : #rffi
where for the case n'L: 1 equation (4.12) reduces to

lo" "inelr)þose¡]'ae : WP
The derivative of the Legendre function with respect to the

d is used frequently when dealing with spherical geometries and

solutions. Thus

-n(n + 7)

oPTGos o) : mcoso pm(.no A\ _
ð0 sin d ¡ ,, \vvù ', - Pl*t (cos d) (4.14)

ðPikos o) : -m cos o pn (.no A\ _
ô0 sin d i ?¿ \wvù "., - (n * m)(n - m ll)Pi-'(cos d) (4.15)

Formulas for the Legendre functions at 0 : 0o and 0 : ro are important es-

pecially when evaluating the back and forward scattering cross sections and these

formulas are given as

Prrl(cos d),
-----J--;-le=o :

sln o

(-1)"n (n * 1)

2

(-1)"+trr(n * 1)

: n, 0t: 0 and

(A.12)

(A.13)

angular variable

boundary value

(A.16)

(A.17)

(A.18)

}P](cos 0) 
,-- 69 le=o

P,1(cos d) 
,

- 

l¿--
sin á tv-lt

0P)(cos0),
--- 6i-le="

: -n(n i r)
2
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APPE}{ÐIX B

Evaluation of L*"(0") and S*n(1o)

S^.(0") : Pj(cos 0)P)(cosÐf 
,=r"

The integral in equation (8.3) can be written as [5],

From equation (2.24) we have

L*,(0"): lo'"l*+try+iÐ*%#4#] sinldl (8 1)

s^n(,o) : ¡0" lp|Gos'),pl(cos') * #q 
g!#g)"r,ro, 

(8.2)Jo I sin? A0

which, on integrating by parts, become

L^,(0,) : sind Pi(co "E94'tÐl ̂  ^J l=Uo

+ n(n + 1) l, Pi(cos g) P)(cos 0) sing d0

sin do
(n-m)(n*¡n17) _ pt ap)). m ô0 J0=0"

for mfn
lr:#

(B 3)

(8.4)

r0o

J, Ph P:

{{*)^=,
#-"* 

19]^=,Ì,=,"
sin 9o
(znrt)

sinî d0 :
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and in the second of these, the derivatives with respect to order, namely

(8.6)(#)^=, and 
l9]^=,

can be evaluated in closed form by using the recurrence relations for the Legendre

functions starting with the relations citeTsu:61

l***]^=o: ," (*ul) (8.7)

(8.10)

and

l***]^=,:"o, [,,,

where the argument of the Legendre functi

simplicity.

rl - r (8.8)
l

omitted in some cases for

(""" 1) *

on has been

However, in the foliowing it is shown that a more direct and convenient recur-

rence relation for the integral itself can be found without evaluating the derivatives

of the Legendre functions with respect to order.

Let us define

IL@.): 
lo'" irj1"o, Qf2 sinl d,0 (n,t:0,r,2,... ,I 1n) (8.9)

and seek a recurrence relation for the IL(0.).If we also define a function

a,a):sin(d) 
{{#)^=, #--i#]^,Ì

1

2"+1
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then
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and from the well known recurrence relation [28]

,Á0 #: r¿ cos 0 P: - (, + r) Pi^-t (8.12)

by differentiating with respect to the order n, we obtain

lu (#\l
.i"d l" #l : ("o.d P:- P:-,)r n cos t (#),

l- "^ J^=,

- (n+,, (#),_, (B 1s)

Similarly, starting with the recurrence relation

,i^0#:(n-r+lrl*,-(n*7)cos0 pl (8.15)

we have

Substitution of equations (8.12) and (8.13) into (8.10) gives

a',(E: (,,+ ,lrf(#) n_! ", , (#),]

- cos e lp:]' + elr¡-, (8.14)

_Pt_,(#)"]

-Pl,-rP|,* cos e lpi"-rl' (8.16)

6) with (8.11) the following recurrence

)(" + t)IL_,(0.)

- t)(P:Yl + 2nPt_,rtj

forn)/ (8.17)

ôPi \
a^)^_

and (8.

{{2" - t

-r)' r (,

:(

4)

1
P:

4)

.

P:

.71B.

t)

(

1

uat

esu

:

qu¿

res

(2

cos

eq

)r

0),(o

m€

"0.)
o) =

A'"_

and hence, fror

relation for Il(

4(0

(n-

10ns

Its :

+ 1)(n -
[{" + r;1

2n
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when I : I, equation (8.17) becomes

4(0") : @T+6 _r{Q, -1)(n + r)r':_lq")

- cos e l@ + Ð(p:_,), + (" - r)(p:)") + znr,_,p:\

forn ) 1 (8.18)

or, using equation (8.4),

4@"): @Th -t{Q' -1)(n + 1)I:-1(0.)

- cos 0l(n + 1),S,"-r,,_i * (" - I)5.,,1 I ZnS.,n_r\

forn ) 1 (8.19)

Since

,1
t@") : ;(, - 3 cos 0o ¡ cos3 0o) (8.20)

by direct integration of equation (8.9), IL(0") can be evaiuated for all n from the

recurrence relation (B.18) or (8.19).

fn summary, therefote, L*n(á,) can be expressed as foilows :

1) When m#n

1,.*(0"):ffi 
lrr"*ÐP #

-m(m + r) Ph #f ,=," (8.2i)

2) When n'L: n

L*.(0.): 
i ,io t ,: #] . -t n(n + t)rl(o.) (8.22)
I t a=uo

where IL@") is given by equations (8.18) or (8.19) and (8.20).
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